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The hole is not correct, so do you know how to open it and correct its shape? I have Ucancam V9. When we have drawn a item in vcarve pro then
imported as dfx file then opened it in ucannest like a exhaust flange inside hole outside hole . Once you get the piece drawn, save it as a dfx then

open it in UCannest. You have 2 choices for the 2 holes. If the hole is an outside hole, then simply adjust the start and end points of the 2 hole lines
on the outside surface. If the hole is an inside hole, then simply adjust the inside hole centerline and outside hole centerline. The dfx file you have is
a dfx v3 file. UCannest will not accept the dfx v3 file because it was saved in the old v7 format. EDIT I tested your dfx and it looks like you're using
the "Outside Outside" configuration for your holes. For the outside hole, the starting and ending points of the inside hole are the same. So you just
need to adjust the inside hole line to be the same as the outside hole line. It should have the correct shape, you just have a problem with opening it
and centering it. I'll assume you're starting from 0 at the centerline. If that's the case, then you should be able to open and center it properly. Sorry I
can't test it right now, but that's a good idea to just use the UCannest Toolbox and work with those tools. Vincent, is it possible to expand the entire

object and center it by the end point of the line. Thanks The problem is
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i use ucancam v 9.. my usb dongle is broken. can i change the key? My USB key SN: M11-2-0226 thangkyu.. trijayaindonesia2014-10-13 15:00:36.
Answer:. If you want to use a USB key, you can download the key file from http Using the UCCAM-key program. Please enter your serial number,
card version and password on the setup screen. This link should help you. https://www.uccamd.com/download-uccamd-key-trial
http://www.uccamd.com/download-uccamd-key-trial http://www.uccamd.com/download-uccamd- fffad4f19a
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